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For ten years Koralp has been strengthening its leadership position in 
ski rental store storage and fixtures. By widening its technical storage 
range, the company has become the reference for ski schools, resort 
accommodation, ski lift companies, and individual ski home or apartment 
owners.
Each day we strive to improve our solutions thanks to our vast installed 
user base and customer experience, including hundreds of successful 
customer installations and the thousands of Koralp products in use. Our 
team is continually innovating our ski gear storage offering to stay ahead of 
the market and surpass customer expectations. This continual adaptation 
process spans new ways of storing, drying and even charging batteries, 
and involves adapting to changing end-customer needs, accommodating 
new sales channels, and evolving our service and level of quality.

Koralp, the strength 
of experience
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Koralp has built its reputation on the conception of 
innovative, high-value products and solutions. Each product 
range is designed for specific customer needs.
Whether you need to optimize or even reduce your storage 
space, you need fast, energy-saving drying capabilities, 
or you focus is design and ease of use, our product 
development process encompasses all these areas. 
Your user experience feedback, your ideas, and your 
change requests, are the driving forces behind our creativity, 
ensuring we create the right solutions for your business.
Designed by our R&D department and manufactured in 
the heart of the Alps, Koralp products are renowned for 
their quality, robustness and modularity, as well as their 
capacity to be seamlessly integrated into your store space.

The Koralp brand, 
smart solutions

   

Designed in our research 
department

Built to last Customized design

Features of our products

Storage In-store design & 
communication

Ski depotWarm 
air drying

Ambient 
air drying

Customer 
equipment

Display 
sales
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Koralp, custom 
made solutions
As your trusted development partner, our role is not limited to 
simply providing technical storage products. Together with you we 
analyze your way of working, we determine the best improvement 
opportunities for your business, and we integrate your feedback in 
terms of choice of equipment and set up.
Our 3D design tool lets us quickly create plans and layout 
proposals integrating your specific requirements, with the goal of 
rapidly defining the solution that will bring maximum success to 
your project.

We discuss each proposal in detail, 
to ensure the selected solution 
best meets your needs in terms 
of storage capacity, of flexibility for 
future needs, of optimum flow and 
circulation. Our goal is to guarantee 
your real satisfaction, by exceeding 
your expectations, by optimizing 
your investment, and by building 
a long-term relationship based on 
confidence and trust.
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Koralp, 
style and design
Ski rental is a major part of your business and 
profitability, and equipment storage and drying 
facilities are a predominant part of your store.
Given their high visibility, it is critical that the look 
and feel of your storage equipment bring value to 
your store space. Koralp understands the positive 
impact that design and visual communication can 
have on customer behavior, which is why we offer 
customizable panels on all our storage and drying 
products.

Standard front panel
Varnished brushed steel

White Premium Front panel
ABS white lacquered high density

Aluminium front panel
Anodized aluminum (your logo in option)

Magnet front panel
High strength
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K-SKIEVO
Universal ski rack

More than 10 years’ experience condensed into a single 
solution that adapts to all types of skis, ensuring perfect 
storage, minimum effort, and optimized space.

 The universal EVO system enables storage 
of all types of skis (twin tips, wide skis, rockers, 
touring skis)

 Effortless ski handling
 Helmet storage option
 Customized panel option

K-SKIEVO-50

Combining compact design with ultra-simple handling, the 
K-SKIEVO-50 is used mainly to transport skis to the workshop 

area. Designed to move easily between machinery, the rack 
holds skis with or without bindings perfectly, so you can monitor 

each maintenance phase.

K-SKI40

If you want to showcase your top-of-the-range rental skis, 
this slanted ski rack is an outstanding display solution for 
optimized product visibility.

 40° slanted ski display
 Optional customizable panels

Ski transport racks

40° ski racks

REF.  
Pairs 

of skis
K-SKIEVO-100

S : 1450
M : 1990
L : 2435

XL : 2745

450

1225 18

K-SKIEVO-120 1345 20

K-SKIEVO-150 1645 24

K-SKIEVO-170 1825 28

K-SKIEVO-200 2170 34

K-SKIEVO-250 2625 42

REF.  
Pairs 

of skis
K-SKI40-100

S : 1450
M : 1990
L : 2435

XL : 2745

450

1225 14-18

K-SKI40-120 1345 16-20

K-SKI40-150 1645 20-26

K-SKI40-170 1825 22-28

K-SKI40-200 2170 26-34

K-SKI40-250 2625 32-42

REF. Pairs 
of skis

K-SKIEVO-050 1405 450 560 8-10

Shown model
K-SKIEVO-120L
with helmets shelf 
and custom Magnet 
front panel

Mobile rack with wheels 
Transporting skis, snowboards, 

poles and boots (option) 

Shown model
K-SKI40-120 
with White front panel

Shown model
K-SKIEVO-50

Hook Helmets shelf Ski poles hanger
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K-SKIExT
Support à skis “extérieur”

When installed in front of your store, the K-SKIExT lets 
your clients easily leave their material close to the store 
entrance, and more easily move around your store.
A stainless steel tank is optional to catch the water when 
the rack is used indoors.

 Compatible with adult and kids’ skis
 Optional stainless steel tray

K-MfIl

Combines quality snowboard display functionality 
with high-capacity storage and fast, simple, 

effortless handling.

K-SKITRAnS

Both rugged and easy to handle, the K-SKITRAnS is 
ideal for ski returns. Simple to stack with skis, it allows 
you to move skis and snowboards of all sizes back to 
the workshop.

 Mobile rack with wheels
 Transporting skis, snowboards, 

poles and boots (option)

Snowboard locker

Transport rack

REF. Pairs 
of skis

K-SKIEXT-050

1220

560

370

4-5

K-SKIEXT-100 1155 8-10

K-SKIEXT-150 1577 12-15

REF.  S Snowboards

K-MFIL120
S : 1450
M : 1990
L : 2435

XL : 2745

750

1345 32

K-MFIL150 1645 40
K-MFIL170 1825 46
K-MFIL200 2170 56

K-MFIL250 2625 70

REF. Pairs 
of skis

K-SKITRANS-500

1405

500 800 8-10

K-SKITRANS-750
750

1400 24-30

K-SKITRANS-750-s 700 12-15

 High-quality display for snowboards 
Wide choice of models: single or dual sided, 

with or without fasteners 

Shown model
K-SKIEXT-100
with stainless steel tray

Shown model
K-MFIL120 
with standard front panel

Shown model
K-SKITRANS-500
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K-MUlTI
Multi-function locker

Ideal for kid’s ski storage, the K-MUlTI locker has evolved 
over time to accommodate all types of equipment. 
The independent positioning of each cross-bar support, the 
wide choice of racks and shelves, and the versatility of the 
modular settings, make this solution a guaranteed, effective, 
long-term investment. 

 Independent cross-bar support positioning
 Ideal for kids and junior skis
 Compatible with skis, poles, snowshoes, 

snowboards, boots…
 Customizable panel option

ExaMplE Of fOrks

REF.
simple face

 
double face

K-MULTI-120

M : 1990
L : 2435

XL : 2745
450 à 550 750 à 950

1345

K-MULTI-150 1645

K-MULTI-170 1825

K-MULTI-200 2170

K-MULTI-250 2625

Exemple de configuration 
K-MULTI-120DBL
with standard front panel

Sample setting 
K-MULTI-120DPL

Sample setting
K-MULTI-120SPL 

Sample setting 
K-MULTI-120SPL 

Easy MOunTIng

bike forkSki fork Fork for ski poles, 
snowshoes, 

snowboard bindings
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K-DRY
Room air boot dryer

A proven track record and reputation: the K-DRY is the most 
cost effective solution for storing and drying rental boots. no 
need for extra handling of boots before storing, this solution 
combines storage with integrated low energy consumption 
drying.

 powerful, uniform ventilation (2 ventilators per shelf)
 reinforced shelving with anti-tipping system
 Best storage space/capacity ratio on the market
 Customizable panel option

Tool-free 
adjustment

SIDAS battery 
charger

Drying shelf

K-DRYW

for those who need a rapid drying solution for peak periods 
and to dry out soaking boots, without compromising on 

storage space or capacity. The half-tunnel HEATED AIR option 
is compatible with all K-DRY models.

Combined heated and ambient air boot dryer

REF.  M
2060

 L
2345

 XL
2745

K-DRY-120 40 48 56

530

1340

K-DRY-150 50 60 70 1640

K-DRY-170 60 72 84 1820

K-DRY-200 70 84 98 2165

K-DRY-250 90 108 126 2620

Consommation 280 W 350 W 420 W - - K-DRYfIx

Wall-mounted shelf and dryer solution to optimize 
your store space.

Fixed ambient air boot dryer

REF. Pairs 
of shoes

K-DRYFIX075M
2040

750

900 38

K-DRYFIX075M-s 600 25

K-DRYFIX075L
2390

900 45

K-DRYFIX-075L-s 600 30

K-DRYFIX075X
2770

900 53

K-DRYFIX-075X-s 600 35

K-DRYFIX100M
2040

1000

900 50

K-DRYFIX-100M-s 600 35

K-DRYFIX100L
2390

900 60

K-DRYFIX-100L-s 600 42

K-DRYFIX100X
2770

900 70

K-DRYFIX-100X-s 600 49

 Even drying
 low energy consumption
 High storage capacity

  rapid drying
  Customizable panel option

Tube with cap Electronic timer

Shown model
K-DRY-120L 
with K-VISU front panel

Shown model
K-DRYW-120L 
with standard front panel

Shown model
K-DRYFIX-100s

Ventilation turbine

REF. Quantity1 Additional 
power2

Into K-DRY-120 4 520 W

Into K-DRY-150 5 740 W

Into K-DRY-170 6 740 W

Into K-DRY-200 7 740 W

Into K-DRY-250 9 740 W

1. Number of pairs of boots dried with warm air on the 
1/2 tunnel. 2. Electric power of the K-DRYW is to add 
to the one of the K-DRY.
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K-STORAGE 
Boot / helmet rack

Designed for storing boots and helmets, the 
K-STORAGE can be quickly and easily adjusted 
without the need for tools, and optimizes storage 
space.

 Tool-free adjustments
 Customizable panel option

K-WARM

K-STORAGEW

The best solution for drying a maximum number of boots in a minimum 
amount of time. It is possible to control each shelf level individually, and 
save energy by deactivating heating on levels not in use. A combination 
of outstanding quality drying and energy saving functionality.

The choice of boot storage racks forces to dry boots on a unique heated air system 
meaning additional handling to ensure all boots spend at least 1 hour on the dryer. 

Adding a half-tunnel heated air system into the K-STORAGE minimizes the handling 
of boots to have them dried, without loosing any storage capacity.

Heated air dryers

Boot rack with dryer option

 Electronic controls: full heating or by level
 Ozone lamps
 up to 6 drying levels
 Customizable panel option

 Tool-free adjustments
 Heated air drying
 Customizable panel option

Shown model
K-STORAGE-120L with customized 
White Premium front panel

Shown model
K-STORAGEW-120L

Shown model
K-WARM120 with cusomized 
magnet front panel

380 V

Tool-free adjustment

REF.  M
2060

 L
2345

 XL
2745

K-STORAGE-120 40 48 56

530

1340

K-STORAGE-150 50 60 70 1640

K-STORAGE-170 60 72 84 1820

K-STORAGE-200 70 84 98 2165

K-STORAGE-250 90 108 126 2620

Consommation 280 W 350 W 420 W - -

REF.  M
2060

 L
2345

K-WARM-120 40 / 1875 W 48 / 2250 W

650

1340

K-WARM-150 50 / 3740 W 60 / 4488 W 1640

K-WARM-170 60 / 3740 W 72 / 4488 W 1820

K-WARM-200 70 / 3740 W 84 / 4488 W 2165

K-WARM-250 90 / 5580 W 108 / 6696 W 2620

Tube with cap Electronic timer 1. Number of pairs of boots dried with warm air on the 
1/2 tunnel. 2. Electric power of the K-STORAGEW  is to 
add to the one of the K-STORAGE.

REF.
Quantity1 Additional 

power2

Into K-STORAGE-120 38 520 W

Into K-STORAGE-150 25 740 W

Into K-STORAGE-170 45 740 W

Into K-STORAGE-200 30 740 W

Into K-STORAGE-250 53 740 W
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Wall-mounted boot dryer

The reference in wall-mounted boot drying. The 
K-STOCKDRY condenses a maximum of technology in 
a minimum of space: timer, electronic controls, a fully 
modular system (boots, gloves, helmets), space-saving 
design, and outstanding ruggedness.

 rapid drying
 space saving
 Electronic controls: programmable, energy 

saving functions
 Exists in a free-standing version
 Disinfection in option

K-STOKDRY-A

K-STOKDRY-C

As modular and space saving as the independent K-STOKDRY-A 
model, the centralized version has been designed for storage rooms 

with dozen of boot dryers where drying takes place at night.
By dividing by 6 the number of electrical power supplies, the centralized 

model is ideal for deposit rooms, ski rooms and locker areas.

 Energy 
saving

 streamlined 
electrical 
installation

Wall-mounted boot dryer

REF. Pairs 
of shoes

K-STOKDRY-A02 1440
170

340

2

K-STOKDRY-A03 2080 3

K-STOKDRY-A04 1440

270

4

K-STOKDRY-A05 1750 5

K-STOKDRY-A06 2080 6

Consommation 550 W

K-DOOR
Combining traditional style and robustness, the 
K-DOOR locker is designed for ski rooms, ski lockers 
and ski deposit areas. Available in a wide choice of 
dimensions, you can choose the right model to meet 
your storage capacity needs and available space.

Wood storage locker

REF.

K-DOOR350

2150

350

600

K-DOOR400 400

K-DOOR450 450

K-DOOR500 500

K-DOOR600 600

K-DOOR700 700

K-DOOR800 800

K-DOOR900 900

K-DOOR1000 1000

 sturdy material (frame and door 32 mm)
 all sizes
 Brushed finish

Shown model
K-STOKDRY-A06+ 

with gloves bracket

Sample setting 
K-DOOR with boot dryers 
(K-STOKDRY-A)

Sample setting 
K-STOKDRY-C

Tube with cap Ventilation unit Gloves bracket

Key lock

RFID lock

Code lock

REF. Pairs 
of shoes

K-STOKDRY-C02 1660
170

340

2

K-STOKDRY-C03 2310 3

K-STOKDRY-C04 1660

270

4

K-STOKDRY-C05 1980 5

K-STOKDRY-C06 2310 6

K-STOKDRY-C07 1980 7

K-STOKDRY-C08
2310 410

8

K-STOKDRY-C09 9

K-STOKDRY-C10 1980
570

10

K-STOKDRY-C12 2310 12
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K-BORnE

Add more value to your customer reception area with a sleek, 
modern interactive terminal, letting customers register their 
material requests as soon as they enter your store. not only does 
this solution shorten customer waiting time, but it also lets them 
discover your full rental offering in a fun, interactive way.

 Innovative concept 
 Interactive solution
 Multi-platform compatibility

Interactive terminal

K-pODIUM-WHITE

Combining robustness and functionality, the 
pREMIUM version of the Koralp workbench range 

brings both light and elegance to your rental space.

Modular interior 
Back-lit front panel 

Electrical equipment ready 
Customizable panels 

K-pODIUM

Thanks to its curved design, the K-pODIUM blends 
perfectly into your ski rental store space. Sturdy, 
modular and mobile, the counter can easily be 
equipped with a monitor, keyboard and mouse.

 Electrical equipment ready
 Modular interior layout
 Choice of slate gray or white
 Digital ready

White Premium workbench

Ski adjustment workbench

REF.

K-PODIUM-WHITE 1170 730 600

REF.

K-PODIUM
1135 645 635

K-PODIUMINFO

K-pODIUM-COMpACT

Small and light, while remaining robust and easy 
to use, this standby counter solution is perfect 

for increasing your ski adjustment capacity during 

Very compact design & small footprint 

Compact ski adjustment workbench

REF.

K-PODIUM-COMPACT 930 600 450
Shown model
K-PODIUM-WHITE

Shown model
K-PODIUM

Shown model
K-PODIUM-COMPACT

Shown model
K-BORNE
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K-ESTRADE

The Koralp fitting platform is designed for your boot fitting 
and rental areas, assuring comfort for your customers 
and your teams. With an integrated drawer space and 

storage, the volume is truly optimized.

Comfort 
Ease of use for the boot fitter 

2 colors (slate gray, white), 2 seating options  
(cushioned, wood) 

K-BAnC

Stylish, ergonomic, practical seating.

 Comfortable, robust seating
 slate gray or white seat legs
 Cushioned or wood seats 

Fitting unit

Fitting bench

REF.

K-CAISSE-D

885

535
570K-CAISSE-G

K-CAISSE-C 2140

K-CAISSE-RETOUR 600
400

K-CAISSE-RETOUR-PMR 660

REF.

K-ESTRADE 970 1000 800

REF. FINITION

K-BANC-100

500 410

1000
Assise confort
ou assise bois

K-BANC-150 1500

K-BANC-200 2000

Reception counter

The Koralp cash desk blends seamlessly 
with your Koralp rental storage solutions. The 
counter is designed to protect your keyboard, 
mouse and payment terminals, while offering a 
dedicated ski support for customers, helping 
free their hands during the transaction process.
The modular design of the counter storage 
space can be adapted to your particular needs.

  Electrical equipment ready
  Interior storage modularity
  Choice of right or left model, 

in slate gray or white

K-CAISSE

Shown model
K-CAISSE-D with lighted 

front panel option

Shown model
K-ESTRADE WHITE
seated cushio

Shown model
K-BANC-100K-CAISSE-RETOUR K-CAISSE- 

RETOUR-PMR
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SKI SOLUTIONS
500, route du Ruisset

ZA du Ruisset
38360 Noyarey

France
Tel. +33 (0)4 76 26 76 84
Fax. +33 (0)4 76 26 65 09

www.koralp.com


